B−B mixing involves three physical parameters: the magnitudes of the off-diagonal elements of the mass and decay matrices and their relative phase. They are related to the mass and width differences between the mass eigenstates and to the CP asymmetry in flavour-specific decays, a fs . Introducing a new operator basis I present new, more precise theory predictions for the width differences in the Bs and B d systems: in the Standard Model one finds ∆Γs = 0.088 ± 0.017 ps mixing. Since the formalism equally applies to B d −B d mixing, the corresponding quantities for the B d system are also presented. The presented results are derived with the use of a novel operator basis, which leads to a better precision of the theory predictions. Details can be found in [5] .
B −B mixing basics
Currently loop-induced b → s transitions receive a lot of attention from experiment and theory. Present data leave room for new physics with sources of flavour beyond the CabibboKobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) mechanism [1] of the Standard Model. For example, an extra contribution to b → sqq, q = u, d, s, decay amplitudes with a new CP phase can alleviate the ∼ 2.6σ discrepancy between the measured mixing-induced CP asymmetries in these b → s penguin modes and the Standard Model prediction [2] . If this new contribution involves b and s quarks with the same chirality, no tension with the well-measured b → sγ branching fraction occurs. Supersymmetric grand-unified models can naturally accommodate such new b → s amplitudes [3] : right-handed quarks reside in the same quintuplets of SU (5) as left-handed neutrinos, so that the large atmospheric neutrino mixing angle could well affect squark-gluino mediated b → s transitions [4] . Obviously B s −B s mixing plays an important role in the search for new physics in b → s FCNC's. In this talk I present an update of the theory predictions of the physics observables related to B s −B s mixing. Since the formalism equally applies to B d −B d mixing, the corresponding quantities for the B d system are also presented. The presented results are derived with the use of a novel operator basis, which leads to a better precision of the theory predictions. Details can be found in [5] .
B q − B q oscillations are governed by a Schrödinger equation
with the mass matrix M q and the decay matrix Γ q and q = d or q = s. ) (see e.g. [6] ). The mass and width differences between B L and B H are related to them as
up to numerically irrelevant corrections of order m 
of the four-quark operator (α, β = 1, 2, 3 are colour indices):
While the decay constants f B d and f Bs differ numerically, no non-perturbative computation of the bag factor B has shown a significant difference for B d and B s mesons. Updating ∆M q to m pole t = 171.4 ± 2.1 GeV [8] , which corresponds to m t (m t ) = 163.8 ± 2.0 GeV in the MS scheme, gives
B in Eq. (7) and all other bag factors appearing in this talk are evaluated in the MS scheme at the scale µ = m b . The frequently used schemeinvariant bag paramter B is larger than B by a factor of 1. In order to predict ∆Γ q we need to compute Γ 
Subsequently Q S is traded for
which belongs to the sub-leading order in Λ/m b . α 1 and α 2 are QCD factors [5, 13, 15 ]. Writing
a lattice computation finds B ′ S = 1.41±0.12 [16] . With this result we find the matrix element of Q S roughly five times smaller than that of Q S , which involves an overall factor of -5/3 instead of 1/3 in Eq. (14) . We propose to use Eq. (13) 
The progress due to the change of the operator basis is depicted in Fig. 1 
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where ∆M 
as it may help to reject fake effects from detection asymmetries and to separate the B d and B s samples in hadron collider experiments through ∆M d = ∆M s . Further, the time evolution of any (tagged or untagged) decay of B q mesons contains information on a q fs [17] , which might be useful to add statistics in the determination of a d fs at B factories.
Our new operator basis does not improve the Standard Model prediction of a q fs over the one in [14, 15] . With up-to-date input parameters we find 
Then one easily finds B s → J/ψφ, which contains a CP-odd term [19, 20] . Recently, the DØ collaboration found φ 
Conclusions
We have improved the theoretical prediction of Re Γ Applying our formulae to DØ data we find that the B s −B s mixing phase deviates from the Standard Model value by 2σ. While this is not statistically significant, it shows that current experiements are reaching the sensitivity to probe new physics entering the B s −B s mixing phase. 
